We at The Fabric Pandit are

of the belief in giving the best in what


The Fabric Pandit

we do, as our work will speak for itself. We
are also breaking the barriers of the

Redefining sustainability in fashion for

conventional clothing industry by

designers, boutiques, and small
businesses, their aim is to provide

providing the first-ever textile blog in India.

high-quality fabrics at factory rates.

We aim to deliver the absolute best to the
designers all over.

The Fabric Pandit strives to give its
clients the absolute best in terms of
reusability, comfort, and protection.

Utsav Agarwal
Co-Founder

The Problems
To Prepaid or To CoD:

That is The Question

The Picture of Ecommerce
Conversion Rate

clothing industry, the industry data of

60-70% of the online shopping is through
CoD. A lot of customers are of the belief

conversion rate can be as low as

that the online mode of payment is a long

1.14-2%. This is because there are many

cumbersome process. While easy for

drop-offs throughout the lifecycle of

shoppers, it comes with its own set of

online shopping, as people leave the

problems for the vendors owing to a heavy

While eCommerce is thriving in the

rise in RTO and cash handling charges, yet

transactions incomplete midway.

another hurdle in conversion rates.

With these factors in place, The Fabric Pandit was searching for a partner who would give them
the exact solution. They wanted a partner who would help them increase the prepaid share of
transactions, slash down RTO and take the conversion higher (and quickly so).

The

Solutions
GoKwik Helps Optimize Checkouts
Gokwik runs with a vision to increase eCommerce conversion

rates across the entire shopping process, from selection, checkout

to CoD, or UPI payments. For this, we have created a structure that

offers a seamless checkout experience, and in turn, increases conversion
rates with maximum GMV realisation.
w Is Gokwik Checkout Solution Effective?
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Offering easy checkout

conversions through

returning customers by offering easy

options to the customers
compatible with all devices and

ordering through prefilled order details

all operating systems.
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Boosting

ensuring smooth, and faster checkout.

4

Real-time tracking of conversions,
RTO, customer behavioral patterns, and
customizable inputs for problem-

Promoting easy UPI

payments and offering special

discounts thus, slashing off RTO
charges and boosting

solving.

conversions.

Easy UPI Payments

UPI has risen to be the preferred mode of payment, but often customers find the entire
process of UPI payment quite long. Gokwik checkout solves this issue as it automatically
checks for the UPI apps on the user’s phone and offers them a one-click payment
experience with their preferred UPI app. Just like that, mischief managed.

100% Protection of RTO? Yes!
RTO can really be a cause of grave concern for an eCommerce brand. It can feel
overwhelming to find a way to reduce RTO in business. Not anymore, Gokwik’s checkout
offers 100% RTO protection from the beginning to the end. The AI/ML algorithm will strive to
reduce RTO by understanding customer behavioral patterns and modifying checkout,
High

payment options accordingly.

The Fabric Pandit Meets


GoKwik Checkout
Understanding the importance of value GoKwik would offer their business, The Fabric Pandit
placed their trust in GoKwik checkout. We took their trust in our hands with a promise to
change the face of their e-commerce checkout experience.

25%

21%

UPI payments 


The conversion rate

increased soaring up the GMV

realisation.

increased

by 25%

The one thing that I really like about GoKwik is that you can
save addresses. The returning customers find their
addresses

saved which helps in improving trust. Also,

offering UPI discounts has helped us increase our overall
UP I

payments percentage, landing us in a profitable

situation. We are also getting RTO protection along with a
seamless CoD experience as CoD cannot be avoided.
Utsav Agarwal

Co-Founder

Way to go GoKwik.

Your Success Is Our Success
Since we have gone live on The Fabric Pandit,
many eCommerce business owners, D2C
brands, and product managers have
approached us to help them with a seamless
checkout process, and increase their
conversion rate.

Ahead Is Where We Go
The success of the brands we help only pushes
us to become a better version of ourselves. We
will continue to increase conversion, reduce
RTO, and change the face of the eCommerce
industry.

If you want a shopping experience smooth like butter, shop at The Fabric Pandit, or any

other GoKwik powered brand. If you are a business owner aiming this for your customers, hit us up.
With GoKwik, you will go higher and quicker.

Contact us: vijay@gokwik.co
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